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The development of personalized medical systems should be supported by a fast and stable network system. The FAST TCP
network system is the appropriate support system for this purpose. However, when the FAST TCP is deployed, the static
mapping selection method for protocol parameters is unable to guarantee the small queuing delay and fast convergence of the
network simultaneously. By conducting theoretical analysis and simulation experiments, the relationships among FAST TCP
protocol slow start condition, control law gain parameters, and FAST TCP system convergence rate were examined. To ensure
the stability of the FAST TCP system and to select the smallest protocol parameters, an improved method to effectively
accelerate the convergence velocity of the FAST TCP system is proposed in this study. In this method, the number of packets
for staying in the buffer for FAST TCP connections was taken as the criterion of the slow start, and the gain parameter of the
control law was dynamically adjusted according to the local information of each FAST TCP connection. Using this improved
method, the FAST TCP system can achieve a stable and small queuing delay, whilst the FAST TCP system could converge
quickly to the equilibrium point simultaneously.

1. Introduction

With the continuous advancement of the digital wave, more
and more hospitals are actively rolling out personalized
healthcare systems with the goal of achieving rapid develop-
ment in the field of intelligent medical care. However, per-
sonalized healthcare system requires unilateral transmission
of the lossless compression radiographic images and pathol-
ogy slides, as well as networks with low latency and high reli-
ability [1]. At the same time, remote control business
scenarios such as remote ultrasound, remote surgery, and
remote ward rounds also present the characteristics of unilat-
eral transmission, large bandwidth, and low delay. Although
operators are constantly increasing the bandwidth, the speed
of the medical network did not change with the increase of
bandwidth in the same proportion [1, 2]. In the application
of a personalized healthcare system, the network environ-
ment is still not very satisfactory. In order to improve the net-
work speed in the medical environment, increasing the
investment of hardware is not the best choice. Therefore, it
is necessary to design a new algorithm to improve the net-

work utilization rate. FAST TCP [2, 3], a new type of trans-
mission control protocol based on the delay calculation for
the next generation of high-performance networks with high
bandwidth, long delay, and large capacity, can support the
requirements of personalized medical systems. FAST TCP
uses unilateral acceleration technology, keeping compatible
with traditional TCP flow control mechanism, whilst not
making any changes to the TCP/IP header field. Therefore,
FAST TCP can communicate with all the traditional TCP
protocols, and in the application of personalized medical sys-
tem, it only needs to be deployed on the server side to bring
significant acceleration effect. The FAST TCP protocol fea-
tures a congestion controller at each connection source end
and the application of the estimated queue delay as the con-
gestion feedback signal. Based on the design idea of the FAST
TCP network equilibrium, its performance indexes, such as
stability, fast response, throughput, and fairness, have been
proven to be better than those of TCP RENO, HSTCP, and
STCP [3, 4]. However, choosing the appropriate protocol
parameters to ensure that the FAST TCP protocol shows
consistent good performance remains an open problem [2].
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Studies have shown that protocol parameter α, control
law gain parameter γ, and slow start threshold m of FAST
TCP must be initialised when establishing a FAST TCP con-
nection [2, 5]. The protocol parameter α represents the num-
ber of packets expected to remain in the link buffer when
FAST TCP reaches equilibrium. Thus, under the precondi-
tion of a stable network system, a smaller protocol parameter
α leads to a shorter queuing delay of the link [2, 6, 7]. How-
ever, past studies [8–10] have reported that setting a smaller
protocol parameter α would lead to slower convergence
speed of the system to the equilibrium point and reduced uti-
lization of the network. Therefore, the existing method of
static mapping selection for FAST parameters could not
guarantee that the system would obtain a smaller queue delay
and a faster convergence rate at the same time [11, 12]. A
study [13] used measurement distributed facilities in the net-
work to monitor the backbone links and then applied fuzzy
control technology to guide the source end of each FAST
TCP connection to select the appropriate protocol parameter
α according to the link performance, so as to stabilise queue
delay. However, the algorithm did not consider the improve-
ment of the convergence speed of the system.

Protocol parameter α, control law gain parameter γ, and
slow start threshold m of FAST TCP are found to be the key
factors affecting the system [14]. If the settings are not appro-
priate, they could seriously affect system performance [15].
Given that the protocol parameter α refers to the number
of packets expected to remain in the link buffer when FAST
TCP reaches equilibrium, therefore, under the precondition
of system stability, the smaller the protocol parameter α,
the smaller the queue delay of the link [16]. However, past
studies [2, 3] have shown that choosing a smaller protocol
parameter could lead to a slower convergence speed of the
system to the equilibrium point and the reduced utilization
of the network. Literature [13] used measurement facilities
distributed in the network to monitor the backbone link state
and then applied fuzzy control technology to guide the
source end of each FAST TCP connection to select appropri-
ate protocol parameters according to the link state to stabilise
queue delay; however, their proposed system did not improve
the convergence speed of FAST TCP.

To overcome these shortcomings, the relationships
among FAST TCP slow start criteria, control law gain param-
eters, and FAST TCP system convergence speed were dis-
cussed through theoretical analysis and NS-2 simulation.
To ensure the stability of the FAST TCP system and select
the smallest possible protocol parameters, an improved
method to enhance the convergence speed of the system is
presented. The key finding of this method considered the
number of packets for staying in the buffer for FAST TCP
connections as the criterion of a slow start and adjusted the
control law gain parameters according to the local informa-
tion of each connection. The proposed method also ensured
that the system was stable and had a small queue delay,
thereby improving the speed at which the FAST TCP system
converges to the balance point.

The main contribution of this paper is to overcome the
above defects; in the case of ensuring FAST TCP system stabil-
ity, the FAST TCP flow chooses the protocol parameters as

small as possible, adaptive dynamic adjustment slow start
threshold and gain parameters according to the local informa-
tion source end. This improved method can ensure that the
system is stable and has small queuing delay at the same time,
improving the speed of convergence to equilibrium system.

The rest of the paper is organised into sections. Section 1
introduces the basic concepts and algorithms of the FAST
TCP network model. Section 2 analyses the relationship
between the slow start threshold and system convergence
speed through simulation experiments. This section also pre-
sents and analyses the reasons, proposes the number of
packets for staying in the buffer for FAST TCP connections
as the criterion to determine the slow start threshold, and
determines the improved algorithm of slow start threshold
based on the parameters of each connection protocol. In Sec-
tion 3, the relationship between gain parameters and system
convergence rate is discussed theoretically. Under the condi-
tion of system stability, the operation state of the network
system was evaluated according to the local information of
each connected source end. When the system was far from
the equilibrium point, larger dynamic gain parameters were
selected to bring the system as close to the equilibrium point
as possible in the least amount of time. When the system was
near the equilibrium point, smaller gain parameters were
selected to reduce the instability of the system. When the sys-
tem tended to balance, choosing a smaller gain parameter
reduced the system instability. Section 4 discusses the simu-
lation results under the dynamic environment, and the final
section presents the conclusion.

2. Related Research Works

2.1. Basic Symbols. For the convenience of reading, the rele-
vant basic symbols are introduced at first.

As shown in Figure 1, we assumed that the dumbbell net-
work system contained N FAST TCP connections with the
same link attributes and that they shared the unique bottle-
neck link l. We also defined the connections set I = f1, 2,⋯
,Ng and assumed that the buffer at the link end was large
enough. We adopted the tail-dropping queue management
algorithm. For the FAST TCP system, the following perfor-
mance indicators were defined:

δ: overshoot refers to the difference between the maxi-
mum transmission flow obtained by each connection and
the steady-state value and the ratio of this difference to the
steady-state value

st: convergence time refers to the time when the new con-
nection converges to the equilibrium point

For any given i connection, we defined i ∈ I and set the
following parameters:

WiðtÞ: size of sending window on the source side
(packets)

di: propagation delay(s) (we assumed that all connections
obtained accurate propagation delay and that there was no
fairness problem [7])

qiðtÞ: queuing delay(s)
DiðtÞ: go and back delay, Di = di + qi (s)
xiðtÞ: transmission traffic (packets/s), where xiðtÞ =Wi

ðtÞ/DiðtÞ
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ziðtÞ = xiðtÞ · qiðtÞ: the number of packets actually left in
the link buffer [1, 6] (packets)

αi: protocol parameters (packets), at equilibrium, the
number of packets expected to stay in the link buffer

mi: slow start threshold(s)
γi: gain parameters of control law
eiðtÞ =WiðtÞ/di: normalised window size, sum of packets

left in buffer and packets left per unit time [1]
T : window update cycle(s)
For link l, we set the following:
C: the bandwidth is packets/s
blðtÞ: queue length is packets
qlðtÞ: queuing delay, ql = bl/cl (s)

2.2. Research Works. The stability of the FAST TCP system is
related to FAST TCP parameters and network parameters [2,
5]. The FAST TCP parameters include protocol parameter α
representing the number of packets of data expected to
remain in the link side buffer, control law gain parameter γ,
and window update period T . The network parameters
include propagation delay d and link bandwidth c. When
the two sets of parameters do not cooperate, the stability of
the system would be affected. Therefore, establishing the rela-
tionship between the two sets of parameters to guide the
choice of protocol parameters is an effective solution to the
disclosure problem [7–9].

Literature [2] proposed a guidance scheme for selecting
protocol parameters based on link bandwidth by using a
static mapping table. On the basis of experimental simula-
tion, another study [8] pointed out that in a single-link net-
work, the value should be greater than 0.0075 times of the
link bandwidth. However, the above two schemes do not
consider another network parameter d, which is an empirical
value strategy, making it difficult to ensure the stability of the
system under different network environments.

Assuming that window update cycle T is an RTT, Tan
et al. [9] established a continuous congestion control model
for a single-link single-connection FAST TCP network. The
following conditions for the local asymptotic stability of the
FAST TCP system are given by using the Routh–Hurwitz sta-
bility criterion [10].

Given network parameters c and d and protocol
parameter γ, the protocol parameter α was selected to
meet the following expression α > f ðγÞ · c · d, where f ðγÞ
= ððγ2 + 2γ − 4Þ + γ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
16γ + γ2

p Þ/ð2ðγ2 + γ + 2ÞÞ, thus indi-

cating that the FAST TCP network congestion control
models are asymptotically stable.

The stability condition connected the two sets of
parameters and enabled the decoupling of the protocol
parameters from other related parameters, thus guiding
the selection of such parameters. However, the FAST
TCP model used for stability analysis only considered that
the window update period T is a special case of RTT and
ignored the exponential smoothing filter used to estimate
the congestion feedback signal at the source end. There
are also some defects, such as conservative guidance scope
and limited application scope. Thus, according to the sta-
bility conclusion found in the literature [11], the following
guidance scheme is presented.

Under the constraint that parameter T is an RTT, γ ∈ ð
0,0:93�, c > 0, and parameter d is bounded, we can guide the
selection of protocol parameters α to ensure system stability
within the scope of ½1,∞Þ.

The guidance scheme relaxed the selection range of the
protocol parameters but restricted others [14, 15]. When
other parameters do not meet the constraint conditions,
the guidance scheme would be ineffective; thus, it can be
said that the application range of the guidance scheme is
limited.

According to the stability conclusion presented in past
studies [8, 16], the following guiding scheme could be given:
we can select α > 0 or α > cd under constrained γd/T ∈ ð0, 1Þ
conditions. Similarly, this scheme is limited in terms of guid-
ing the application scope.

3. FAST TCP Congestion Control Algorithms

In accordance with past studies [1, 2, 5] and analyses of
the FAST TCP pseudocode, protocol parameter αi was
selected according to link bandwidth and slow start
threshold mi = 0:00075 (s) and control law gain parameter
γi = 0:5 when the FAST TCP connection was established.
Then, the sending window was updated according to
Algorithm 1 [1].

The description of Algorithm 1 showed that the con-
vergence speed of the FAST TCP protocol was related to
the parameters αi, mi, and γi [1], among which αi can
be used to determine the balance point location of the
FAST TCP system. If the αi size was smaller, the conver-
gence rate was slower. Meanwhile, the parameter mi can
be used to determine when the source changes from a
slow start algorithm to a FAST window update algorithm.
Parameter γi can be used to determine the proportion of
window changes each time the FAST TCP algorithm is
executed. Hence, the selection of these two parameters
can affect the convergence rate. Therefore, under the con-
dition of ensuring system stability, a smaller parameter αi
(smaller queue delay) was selected to promote the existing
static selection method of parameters mi and γi and to
adjust them dynamically using local information available
at each connection source. In this way, we can improve
the FAST TCP protocol convergence speed and maintain
a smaller queue delay.
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Figure 1: Dumbbell network topology.
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4. Analysis and Improvement of Slow Start
Threshold for FAST TCP Network
Convergence Speed

4.1. Slow Start Queue Delay Ratio. As can be seen from Algo-
rithm 1, the size of the slow start threshold was set to decide
the time at which the slow start algorithm switched to the
FAST TCP window in order to update the algorithm.

Firstly, we defined the meaning of each variable as shown
below:

T1 =mi is the execution time from the start of establish-
ing the connection to the end of the slow start.

T2 =N · αi/C is the queue delay for executing the FAST
TCP window update algorithm when the system was
balanced.

Queuing delay ratio was obtained from past studies [1, 5,
6]:

T1
T2

= mi

N · αi/C
= miC1
N · αi

: ð1Þ

Formula (1) represents the queue latency ratio of execut-
ing the slow start algorithm and executing the FAST TCP
algorithm for a FAST TCP connection from the start of the
establishment to the achievement of the equilibrium state.

We can see that the value obtained through Formula (1)
changes when the relevant parameters N , αi, mi, and C
change, thus indicating that the relative time of slow start
algorithm execution also changes.

4.2. Simulations to Verify the Relationship between Queue
Delay Ratio of Slow Start and Convergence Speed of FAST
TCP System

Experiment 1. The number of connection N was set to 3, the
simulation time was set to 10 (s), and the size of each packet
was set to 1000 bytes. Next, we set the link transmission band-
width C to 96Mb/s (C = 12000 packets/s). FAST TCP sets the
static mapping parameter as follows: αi = 200, mi = 0:00075
(s), and γi = 0:5. The transmission delay at the FAST TCP
source side was set to di = 0:1 ðsÞ. We tracked the data sending
rate of FAST TCP connections. The simulation results are
shown in Figure 2 and T1/T2 = 0:015 were obtained by using
Formula (1). As shown in Figure 2, the convergence time of
all connections (fast 1, fast 2, and fast 3, representing the flow
rates of the three connections of the system, respectively) is 2

Each acknowledgement frame is received {
If connection establishment time is less than mi,
wiðk′ + 1Þ =wiðk′Þ + 1

//Execute slow start window update algorithm
Else if ziðk′Þ ≠ αi

Every window update cycle T///T is the window update cycle
wi ðk + 1Þ = ð1 − γiÞ ·wiðkÞ + γi ðdi/ðdi + qiðkÞÞ ·wiðkÞ + αiÞ
//Execute FAST TCP window update algorithm

}

Algorithm 1
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Figure 2: Each connection transmits traffic, connection start time,
and overshoot when C = 120000 (packets/s), αi = 200.
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Figure 3: Each connection transmits traffic, connection start time,
and overshoot when C = 120000 (packets/s), αi = 200.
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(s), and the overshoot is 25. Thus, the system had a faster con-
vergence speed and a smaller overshoot.

Experiment 2. The link transmission bandwidth C was set to
960Mb/s (C = 120000 packets/s). The other parameters were
the same as in Experiment 1. The simulation results are
shown in Figure 3.
The value of T1/T2 = 0:15 obtained from Formula (1) indi-
cated that each connection accounted for a large proportion
in the slow start phase compared with Experiment 1. There-

fore, in Figure 3, we can see that the convergence time of the
system is st > 10 (s), and the overshoot is δ > 200%.

Using Formula (1), we determined that when the band-
width increased, the (1) ratio can be kept constant by increas-
ing the protocol parameter αi.

Experiment 3. Here, we increased the protocol parameter αi
= 2000, but the other parameters were still the same as in
Experiment 2. The simulation results are shown in Figure 4.
The value of T1/T2 = 0:015 obtained from Formula (1) was
the same as that in Experiment 1. Therefore, in Figure 3, it
can be seen that the convergence time of the system is st =
2 (s) and the overshoot δ = 25%, which are the same as in
Experiment 1. The performance of the proposed method is
better in Experiment 1 compared to Experiment 2. However,
it is known from the literature [1] that the queuing delay of
link in Experiment 2 is 0.005 s in a balanced state, whilst
the bottleneck queuing delay in Experiment 3 increased to
0.05 s when the value of αi increased to 2000.

Experiment 4. Table 1 presents the simulation values of sys-
tem overshoot and convergence time when the network is
guaranteed to be in a stable state. The relevant parameters
of the network and FAST TCP protocol are different from
those in Table 1.

The experimental results of Experiments 1–4 indicate the
following:

(1) When network parameters changed, the queue delay
ratio of the slow startup queue of (1) changed, which
in turn affected the performance of the FAST TCP
protocol (overshoot and convergence time)

(2) Increasing the protocol parameter αi under the same
conditions improved the convergence speed of the
system; however, doing so also increased the link
queuing delay

(3) When different slow start thresholds were chosen, the
networks exhibited different levels of performance.
Comparing the data of groups 1, 7, and 14 with those
in 4, 12, and 15 in Table 1, we can see that the default
value of the slow start threshold currently used was
not optimal. From the data of groups 4, 12, and 15,
the network showed smaller overshoot and faster
convergence speed when the corresponding slow
start threshold was set at T1/T2 ∈ ð0:09, 0:1Þ

4.3. FAST TCP Window Update Algorithm for Improving
Slow Start Conditions. On the basis of the above experiments
and on Formula (1), we used the current queuing delay
parameter as the criterion of the slow start threshold. When
the network-related parameters changed, the value T1/T2
also changed along with the performance of the FAST TCP
protocol. Therefore, we defined the parameter number li =
αi/G (G = 10) of packets for each connection left in the buffer,
which was used as the slow start threshold for each connec-
tion. In this way, even if the bandwidth changes along with
the number of connections and other parameters, the value
will be kept within the range of (0.09, 0.1), thus ensuring good
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Figure 4: Each connection transmits traffic, connection start time,
and overshoot, when C = 120000 (packets/s), αi = 2000.

Table 1: Relationships among slow start threshold, system
overshoot, and convergence rate.

SN αi mi C (packet/s) N d (s) T1/T2 δ st (s)
1 200 0.00075 12000 2 0.1 0.0225 12.4% 2.2

2 100 0.0075 12000 4 0.1 0.225 61.5% 2.2

3 200 0.0015 12000 2 0.1 0.045 14.5% 2.1

4 100 0.003 12000 4 0.1 0.09 8% 1.7

5 400 0.004 12000 1 0.1 0.12 27.5% 1.9

6 200 0.006 12000 2 0.1 0.18 43.4% 2.0

7 200 0.00075 12000 4 0.1 0.01125 41.6% 1.9

8 200 0.0075 12000 4 0.1 0.1225 71.5% 2.2

9 400 0.0015 12000 2 0.1 0.0230 23.5% 1.95

10 400 0.003 12000 2 0.1 0.047 27.6% 1.85

11 200 0.005 12000 4 0.1 0.081 21.3% 1.8

12 200 0.006 12000 4 0.1 0.099 20% 1.75

13 200 0.007 12000 4 0.1 0.105 66% 2.1

14 250 0.00075 12000 4 0.15 0.009 21.5% 3.05

15 250 0.0075 12000 4 0.15 0.09 20.5% 2.75

16 500 0.005 12000 2 0.15 0.06 33.3% 3.3

17 500 0.009 12000 2 0.15 0.108 29.1% 2.8
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network performance. The specific improved algorithm is pre-
sented below.

The validity of Algorithm 2 is verified below.

Experiment 5. In this experiment, the parameter settings were
the same as those in Experiment 2, but the source side used
the improved Algorithm 2. After tracking the data sending
rate of the FAST TCP streams, the simulation results indi-
cated that the convergence time of the FAST TCP system
was st = 6 (s), as shown in Figure 5. The overshoot δ was less
than 6%. Compared to Experiment 2, Algorithm 2 signifi-
cantly reduced the overshoot and improved the convergence
speed of the system without increasing the protocol parame-
ter αi (i.e., queuing delay).

5. Analysis and Improvement of Control Law
Gain Parameters on the Protocol
Convergence Rate

5.1. Theoretical Analysis. Previous studies [2, 3] have intro-
duced a more accurate FAST protocol model, including

self-synchronization and integral link, and the Nyquist sta-
bility criterion was applied to show that the system was
asymptotically stable for bounded round-trip delay in a sin-
gle bottleneck link when the value range of control rate gain
parameter γ was ð0,0:93Þ.

Firstly, we analysed the influence of gain parameter γi of
control law on the convergence rate of FAST TCP system
when γi ∈ ð0,0:93Þ.

We divide both sides of Equation (2) by propagation
delay di, thus arriving at

Si t + Tð Þ = 1 − γið Þ · Si tð Þ + γi
1

di + qi tð Þ
· Si tð Þ +

αi
di

� �
, ð2Þ

which we organised as follows:

Si t + Tð Þ = 1 − γi · q tð Þ
di + q tð Þ

� �
· Si tð Þ + γi · α

_
i, which α

_
i =

αi
di
:

ð3Þ

Theorem 1. We also assumed that the γi values of all FAST
TCP connections were equal and satisfied γi ∈ ð0; 0:93Þ, that
SðtÞ =∑iSiðtÞ, and that the sizes of the FAST TCP system at
exit slow start and equilibrium point were Sð0Þ and S∗, respec-
tively. Thus, for any small positive number ε, the convergence
time st satisfies the following:

st ≥
ln ε/ S 0ð Þ − S∗j jð Þ

ln 1 − γið Þ , so ∣ S stð Þ − S∗j j < ε, which S∗ = c +〠
i

α
_

i::

ð4Þ

Proof. From (3), we arrive at the following:

Si t + Tð Þ = 1 − γið Þ · Si tð Þ + γi
di tð Þ · Si tð Þ
di + q tð Þ + α

_
i

� �
: ð5Þ

According to a past study [1], ∑iðdiðtÞ · SiðtÞÞ/ðdi + q
ðtÞÞ = C, and this can be obtained by summing up the source
terminals of Equation (5) as follows:

S t + Tð Þ = 1 − γið Þ · S tð Þ + γi · c + α
_

� �
, ð6Þ

where α
_ =∑iα

_
i. ☐

li = αi/10.
Each acknowledgement frame is received {

If (it was the first time a connection is made and ziðk′Þ < li)
//ziðk′Þ: the number of data packets actually left in the link buffer at the time of connection i at k · T [8]
wiðk′ + 1Þ =wiðk′Þ + 1//execute slow start window update algorithm

Else if (ziðkÞ ≠ αi)
Every slot T {
wiðk + 1Þ = ð1 − γiÞ ·wiðkÞ + γiðdi/ðdi + qiðkÞÞ ·wiðkÞ + αiÞ
//Execute FAST TCP window update algorithm

}

Algorithm 2
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Figure 5: Each connection transmits traffic, connection start time,
and overshoot based on improved Algorithm 2 when c = 120000
(packets/s), αi = 200.
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Then, we can transform Equation (6) into

S t + Tð Þ − c + α
_

� �
= 1 − γið Þ · S tð Þ − c + α

_
� �� �

: ð7Þ

Equation (7) means an equal ratio sequence wherein the
first term is Sð0Þ − ðc + α

_Þ, and the common ratio is 1 − γi
for any st = k · T . Thus, we have

S stð Þ = c + α
_ + Y 0ð Þ − c + α

_
� �� �

· 1 − γið Þst: ð8Þ

From Equation (8), we know that SðstÞ converges to equi-
librium point S∗, and S∗ satisfies

S∗ = c + α:
_ ð9Þ

Therefore, Equation (8) can be expressed as follows:

S stð Þ = S∗ + S 0ð Þ − S∗ð Þ · 1 − γið Þst: ð10Þ

From Equation (10), we know that for any small positive
number ε, when the convergence time is

st ≥ ln ε/ S 0ð Þ − S∗j jð Þ
ln 1 − γið Þ , ð11Þ

we have jSðstÞ − S∗j ≤ ε.
The numerator of Equation (11) is negative, which means

that the larger the gain parameter γi of the control law, the
shorter the time for the system to converge to the equilibrium
point.

Each FAST TCP connection can calculate the number
ziðtÞ = ðwiðtÞ/RiðtÞÞqiðtÞ of the link buffers actually left by
the connection according to the local information ðwiðtÞ, qi
ðtÞ, di, αiÞ obtained by the source. Then, we calculate the
absolute position ηi = jziðtÞ − αij and relative position ηi/αi
of the actual number of link buffers, after which the expected
equilibrium point and the relative position are normalised to
dif f i =min ðηi/αi, 1Þ. Under the same conditions, the larger
the absolute position ηi relative to the normalised position
dif f i, the larger the convergence time st. As shown in Equa-
tion (11), the convergence time st decreases with the increase
of the gain parameter γi of the control law. Therefore, the fol-
lowing exponential function formula can be used to ensure
the stability of the system:

γi = 0:5 + 0:5 · eκ·dif f i − 1
� �

eκ − 1 κ<−1ð Þ: ð12Þ

The gain parameter γi was selected according to the stan-
dardised relative position. When the system is far away from
the equilibrium point (dif f i value is larger), the larger gain
parameter γi is selected so that the system could quickly con-
verge to the equilibrium point. When the system is near the
equilibrium point (dif f i value is smaller), in order to reduce
the overshoot and jitter, the smaller gain parameter γi could

FAST TCP window update algorithm with an improved slow start condition and gain parameters: li = αi/10.
Each acknowledgement frame is received {

If (it was the first time a connection is made and ziðk′Þ < li)
wiðk′ + 1Þ =wiðk′Þ + 1//execute slow start window update algorithm

Else if (ziðkÞ ≠ αi)
Every slot T {

{Flag = 1;
ηi = ABSðxiðtÞ · qiðtÞ − αiÞ;
dif f i =min ðηi/αi, 1Þ

γi = 0:5 + 0:5 · ððeκ·dif f i − 1Þ/ðeκ − 1ÞÞ κ < −1
wiðk + 1Þ = ð1 − γiÞwiðkÞ + γiððdi/ðdi + qiðkÞÞÞwiðkÞ + αiÞ

}
}

Algorithm 3: The algorithm is described as follows.
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Figure 6: When C = 120000 (packets/s) and αi = 2000, based on the
improved Algorithm 3 of each connection transmission flow,
connection start time and overshoot.
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be selected to ensure that the system has less jitter near the
equilibrium point.

5.2. FAST TCP Window Update Algorithm for Improving the
Gain Control Law Gain Parameters. Algorithm 3 presents a
FAST TCP window update algorithm, which can improve
the slow start threshold and control law gain parameters
simultaneously.

5.3. Simulation Verification. The effectiveness of Algorithm 3
is verified below.

Experiment 6. The parameter setting was the same as in
Experiment 2, but the source side adopted improved Algo-

rithm 3. The parameter of Algorithm 3 was κ = −10. The sim-
ulation results are shown in Figure 6. As can be seen in the
figure, the convergence time of the system was st ≤ 4 (s),
and the overshoot was δ ≤ 5%. Compared with Experiments
2, 3, and 5, the improved Algorithm 3 reduces the overshoot
of the system and improves the convergence speed of the sys-
tem without increasing the protocol parameter αi (i.e., queu-
ing delay).

6. Dynamic Environment Simulation

When FAST TCP connections in the bottleneck link arrive
and depart dynamically, the improved slow start threshold
and control law gain parameter FAST TCP algorithm could
also reduce the overshoot of the system and improve the con-
vergence speed of the system without increasing the protocol
parameters αi (i.e., queuing delay).

Experiment 7. In this experiment, the link bandwidth C was
960Mb/s, αi = 200, di = 0:1 (s), the fast 1 and fast 2 connec-
tions were established at the beginning, the fast 3 connection
was established at 100 s, and the fast 2 connection was
released at 200 s. If there was no improved algorithm, we take
mi = 0:00075 (s), γi = 0:5. The simulation results in Figure 7
revealed the convergence time of FAST TCP system st > 20
(s) and overshoot δ > 200% at the start of the system. When
the new FAST TCP flows joined and departed, the conver-
gence time of the FAST TCP system was st > 20 (s). Under
the same conditions cited above, the source side adopted
the improved Algorithm 3 without setting parameters mi, γi
(assuming that each fast connection obtained accurate prop-
agation delay and could allocate bandwidth fairly). The sim-
ulation results in Figure 8 revealed that the convergence time
of the FAST TCP system was st = 4 (s) and the overshoot was
δ = 5%.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, the number of remaining link buffers was taken
as the judgment condition of a slow start. This ensured that
the distribution of queuing delay ratio was within the
expected range and would not change with the change of
bandwidth, the number of connections, and other parame-
ters, thus improving the convergence speed of the system.
At the same time, an improved method of dynamically
adjusting the gain parameters of the controller was proposed.
According to the local information (sending window, proto-
col parameters, RTT, and propagation delay), which can be
obtained by each connection source, this method judged
the network operation state and adjusted the gain parameters
of control law according to the network operation state
within the range of relevant protocol parameters to ensure
the stability of FAST TCP system.

The simulation results showed that the two improved
methods overcame the defects of static selection of protocol
parameters in the original FAST TCP algorithm and ensured
a stable and small queuing delay in the system. At the same
time, the speed of convergence to the equilibrium point was
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FAST TCP algorithm.
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Figure 8: The convergence time and overshoot with the improved
FAST TCP algorithm.
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improved, and high speed, large connection, and low delay
were achieved for personalized healthcare systems.

In the future, each connection cannot communicate
directly, so each connection cannot synchronously adjust
the protocol parameters, and the convergence speed of the
protocol parameter adjustment is slow. The next step is to
discuss the synchronization of connection protocol parame-
ters so as to provide fairness in bandwidth allocation.
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